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Dear Parents/Carers,

Welcome back for Spring 1. We trust you had a peaceful Christmas and 

New Year. Certainly the pupils have come back ready for learning and in 

good form. With only two weeks left of the school half-term, the time has 

sped past and the Spring season is literally around the corner. 

Meanwhile, here a some highlights of the school’s learning
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We would like to welcome Miss O’Reilly, who has recently 

joined our teaching team and is responsible for the 

teaching and learning in Beech Class.

Lego is the perfect opportunity to 

develop fine motor skills. Elm 

Class children have been 

cooperating nicely and 

persevering to make their 

models. Hamza got really 

creative when he built his model 

ship. He was very proud of it!

Elm Class News

Anansi the Spider

Inspired in literacy, by our Anansi at 

the Pool story, Elm Class made their 

very own chocolate spider in a web. In 

the afternoon once the spiders were 

sufficiently chilled, the children ate 

them whilst listening to another African 

folk tale, Anansi and the Turtle.

Lego in Elm

How to build the perfect 

snowman

Hamza and James made 

the most of the wintery 

weather on Friday. They 

scooped up handfuls of 

snow and packed them into 

a ball. They then rolled the 

balls along the ground to 

make the body and head. 

They decorated the 

snowman with a hat, 

pinecone eyes and a carrot 

for the nose.



P.E. KIT

All pupils need to come on Monday

with the correct P.E. kit. There is no

hard and fast rule on what they

should wear, however the

expectation is that all pupils should

be changing into:

Shorts or track bottoms

Sports shirt

Dates for this Term
Half-term Ends: Friday, 
February 15th, 2019
Back to school, Spring 2: 
Monday, February 25th, 2019

Writer of the Week

Congratulations to Jack O’Conner who is star writer of the week.

Beech class wrote personal responses from the point of view of a character in a narrative. The 

aim was to use their creative imagination to come up with a small thank you from a grey duck 

who was rescued from the jaws of a duck. This is what Jack wrote:

‘Hello, Ian. Thank you for caring enough to swallow me in your loving arms, and taking 

good responsibility by making a pond for me. I adore the red, ruby ring around my half 

strengthened leg, and I must reward you for your bravery for scaring that bully of a dog!

I wish you all the best. Love Ducky.

A piece of writing from the core of the creative spirit, Jack. Well done!

About Ash….Ancient 

Egypt

During history this week, 

ash students focused on 

researching Ancient Egypt 

writing. The students 

focused on decoding 

hieroglyphics and 

researching information 

about the secret symbols.

Eco Warriors
Our eco warriors have been preparing a challenge that no-one will want to miss. They have 

organised a football tournament against  adults in the school, to take place out on our pitch on 

Friday, 15th February. Eco warriors this week focused on creating banners for our Big Football 

match the last Tuesday of this half term! Eco warriors against adults!! 

Oak Learner of the Week

Congratulations to Donte who is 
the Oak Class learner of the week 
for his fantastic focus in science 
where they have been learning 
about ‘materials and their 
properties’.


